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We make 
innovative 

products for 
boatbuilding

For over 90 years, we have been offering valuable wood 
species, marine plywood and semifinished materials to 
meet the requirements of the top boatbuilding brands.
We have strong expertise in veneer and board classification 
and testing. Constantly committed to research and 
development, we produce the best marine plywood and 
special composite panels currently available in the market, 
offering top quality performance.
Nord Compensati products represent Made-in-Italy 
excellence for the construction of boats that sail all over 
the world.
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THE VERGANI FAMILY  
STARTS TRADING WOOD

ENTERING THE BOATBUILDING 
BUSINESS WITH THE 

PRODUCTION OF MARINE 
PLYWOOD

DIRECT IMPORT OF 
TEAK LOGS

START OF PRODUCTION OF 
MULTILAYER PRODUCTS 

FOR FURNITURE

THE COMPANY OBTAINS THE 
RINA CERTIFICATION FOR 

PRODUCTION

1918 1965 1980

1950 1978
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OUR STORY

OPENING THE FIRST OFFICE IN 
BURMA FOR TEAK SOURCING

NEW 15, 000 SQM 
MANUFACTURING AND 

LOGISTICS CENTER

PRODUCTION OF THE FIRST 
SANDWICH PANELS FOR 

BOATBUILDING

ISO 9001 QUALITY 
CERTIFICATION

PRODUCTION ENTIRELY 
FORMALDEHYDE-FREE

1994 2000

1990 1998 2015

Love for wood and 
boatbuilding handed 
down through 
generations
The company was founded in 1918 by the Vergani family as a wood trading 
business for the furniture industry.

The founder’s son, Paolo, started the production of multilayer panels in 1950.

In the Sixties, Paolo Vergani purchased the Ilver shipyard and Nord 
Compensati transformed its business accordingly, starting to design and 
produce phenolic marine plywood for boatbuilding.

With the third generation and Francesco Vergani entering the company, the 
innovation process continued.

In the early Nineties, lightweight, soundproofing, fireproof sandwich 
panels were designed and manufactured, for the construction of yachts 
offering superior performance. Innovation and development are based on 
environmental sustainability.

Nord Compensati exclusively uses wood from sustainable forests, selects 
recyclable materials, exploits clean and renewable energy sources, and 
since 2015 it has implemented formaldehyde-free production. After 
almost one century of history, tradition and innovation, Nord Compensati 
is a leading actor in the Italian marine plywood business and a key player 
in the boatbuilding industry in Italy and worldwide.
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* Results achieved as per test report No. 188766/1 of 15/01/2015 - the emission value might change while remaining below the admitted level. 
Classes E0 and Super E0 are not certified standards, but an industry-specific classification.

Our philosophy is based on the Evolution concept, meaning 
a progressive development of sustainable and balanced 
technological solutions.
Indispensable values such as social and environmental 
sustainability and health protection guide our business 
operations:

We use wood from sustainably managed forests

We select recyclable and eco-friendly materials

We design zero-impact products

We avoid waste and use clean and renewable energy 

sources

All these values are combined with our focus on the problem 
of formaldehyde emissions from marine plywood and our 
commitment to give evolutionary responses.

Leveraging our partnership with a glue leader, we have adopted 
a safe adhesive offering a healthier product with emissions far 
below the severe limits of Class E1.
As a result, we can provide marine plywood with “zero emission” 
gluing, offering visual and functional performance identical to 
traditional plywood.

a quello stabilito 
 per la Classe E1

Catas has analyzed our marine plywood 
made with the new glue, detecting 
formaldehyde emissions levels of 0.1 
mg/m2-h*, far below the limit values 
fixed for Class E1. Our new panels 
comply with the limit values of the so-
called “Class E0” or “Super E0", ensuring 
the same formaldehyde emissions as 
non-treated natural wood.

Same emissions as natural 
wood

EVO Philosophy

OUR PHILOSOPHY
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0,1
EMISSIONS

mg/m2-h

35
VALUE

Times lower
than Class E1 standard



We work for 
a sustainable 

future

Over the years, we have been searching for sustainable 
solutions aimed at environmental compatibility, as we 
think it is our responsibility to respect the planet.
Imported raw material comes from properly 
managed forests. FSC® certification extends the 
eco-sustainability concept across the value chain, 
from material sourcing to the final product. We are 
committed to gradually increasing the percentage of 
FSC®-certified wood in our products.

ETHICS



Our products are 
guaranteed and 
certified
From raw material selection up to total control of finished 
products, quality is a top priority for Nord Compensati.
The entire supply chain has been certified to ISO 9001 since 
1994, and for 40 years Registro Italiano Navale (Italian Marine 
Register) has recognized our quality officially, approving the 
marine plywood we produce.
Constant commitment to quality targets has enabled us to 
meet the requirements of demanding customers and to be 
considered as reliable partners for any product coming from 
our facilities.

QUALITY
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We build trusted 
relationships with 

our customers
Nord Compensati has always been able to adapt to the 
requirements of a market in constant change. The company 
has emerged as reliable supplier meeting the deadlines and 

the construction specifications of shipyards.
Our customer portfolio includes the top names of sailing and 

motor boat building.
We are also proud suppliers of original wood components 
for iconic Riva boats and all the specialists of antique and 

classic boat renovation.

CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS



We are a united team who have been working together for many years. Leveraging 
our field experience, we have developed a dedicated working method, suitable 
for small as well as big projects. Our departments are strongly synergetic and 
multidisciplinary, as they actively involve all our professional staff in each process 
stage. The team is also oriented to problem solving, a skill that enables us to face 
even the most challenging projects successfully.

The strength of a team is 
providing solutions

THE TEAM







Marine Plywood 
Panels 

• Okoume

• RINA certified Okoume

• RINA certified Mahogany

• Pine 

• Poplar

• Xiloflam™

• Birch

• Phenolic coated



3100 x 1530 mm 

2500 x 1220 mm

3 to 40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Okoume
Marine plywood with excellent strength and durability under 

extreme moisture and salinity.

MARINE PLYWOOD
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APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Furniture, internal bulkheads, superstructures, 
flooring and floating floors.

Constructions

Automotive

Doors, Windows and Furniture

Outdoor cladding, entrance doors, blinds and 
shades, tilting doors, flooring and mezzanines, 
wooden houses and house boats, roof slabs.

Doors and windows, blinds, garage cladding, 
kitchen, bathroom, garden and outdoor furniture.

Van and commercial vehicle interior trim, 
campervans, caravans, enclosed trailers, flooring, 
walls, fittings.
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Weight: 480 kg/m³.

Squared and sanded before delivery. 

Each piece is calibrated across the entire surface.

FEATURES

Rotary-cut Okoume veneer plies set at cross grain.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Gluing with melamine or phenolic adhesive in 
Class 3-E1.

COMPOSITION





RINA certified Okoume
High-performance RINA certified marine plywood, with standard and 

multi-layered structure.

MARINE PLYWOOD 



  

3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

1,5 to 40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Marine Plywood
RINA certified Okoume
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Entirely made by Nord Compensati 
according to the concepts of Evo 
philosophy, RINA certified Okoume 
marine plywood redefines the standards 
of strict emission formaldehyde 
regulations, achieving the industry’s 
lowest values (Class E0).

Rotary-cut Okoume veneer plies set at cross grain.

The multi-layered version, with the same 
thickness, is comprised of a bigger number of 
thinner layers at cross grain, resulting into greater 
stiffness and resistance.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Gluing with melamine or phenolic adhesive in 
Class 3-E0.

Incomparable durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Accurately assembled to prevent holes or gaps 
between the layers.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Weight: 500 kg/m³ standard, 520 kg/m³ multi-
layered.

Squared and sanded before delivery, each piece is 
calibrated across the entire surface.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

No Added Formaldehyde

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Automotive

Doors, Windows and Furniture

Sports & Hobbies

Furniture, structural elements, flooring and floating 
floors, bottoms.

Outdoor cladding, entrance doors, blinds and 
shades, tilting doors, flooring and mezzanines, 
wooden houses and house boats, roof slabs.

Kitchen, bathroom and outdoor furniture, children 
playgrounds and installations, doors and windows, 
blinds, garage cladding.

Propellers for paramotors and ultralights.

Commercial vehicle interior trim, campervans, caravans, 
enclosed trailers, flooring, walls, fittings.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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For the bottoms and decks of RIVA boats, it is recommended to use exclusively RINA certified Mahogany plywood in 
multi-layered and super-layered execution.

RINA certified Mahogany
RINA certified Mahogany marine plywood is a valuable high-
performance material, available in standard, multi-layered and super-
layered versions.

MARINE PLYWOOD
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APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
All structural parts including bottoms and 
quickwork. Ideal for the construction, refitting and 
finishing of high-end boats, especially historical 
and classic models.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Accurately assembled to prevent holes or gaps 
between the layers.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Weight: 630 kg/m³ standard, 650 kg/m³ multi-
layered, 670 kg/m³ super-layered.

Each piece is calibrated across the entire surface.

FEATURES

3120 x 1530 mm

3 to 30 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Rotary-cut Mahogany veneer plies set at cross 
grain.

he multi-layered and super-layered versions, with 
the same thickness, are comprised of a bigger 
number of thinner layers at cross grain, resulting 
into greater stiffness and resistance.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3-E0.

Multi-layered and super-layered versions are glued 
with phenol-resorcinol adhesive in Class 3-E1.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

COMPOSITION
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MARINE PLYWOOD

Pine
Pine marine plywood is easy to process and 

resistant to water. More affordable than Okoume and 
Mahogany, it offers a good quality/price tradeoff.

2440 x 1220 mm

9 to 30 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS



APPLICATIONS

Good mechanical properties and resistance to 
water, humid and saline environments.

Resistant to moss and insects.

Easy to process and affordable.

Weight: 600 kg/m³.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

Rotary-cut Pine veneer plies set at cross grain.

Face quality (surface layers): BX/CX.

Gluing with phenolic adhesive in Class 3-E1.

COMPOSITION

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Automotive

Other

Understructures, spars, structural parts to be 
cladded.

Footboards, mezzanines and flooring, roofing, 
underlayment for parquet, beams.

Industrial packaging.

Commercial vehicle interior trim, campervans, 
caravans, enclosed trailers.
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MARINE PLYWOOD

Poplar
Poplar marine plywood, easy to process and 
affordable, suitable for various applications where 
water resistance is not critical.

APPLICATIONS

Poplar marine plywood is useful for applications in humid environments with no direct contact with water.

In boatbuilding, it is selected for interior furniture also for its light weight at 420 kg/m³ and easy processability.

Generally used for shelving and small furniture items, it is the plywood of choice for non-extreme applications. 
Despite its marine-grade gluing with melamine adhesive, this material offers lower mechanical strength and 
resistance to parasites than Okoume and Mahogany.
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Rotary-cut Poplar veneer plies set at cross grain.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 2-E1 (EN 
314 standard).

Poplar plywood with IF20 ureic gluing in Class E1 is 
also available.

Affordable, offering moderate saving compared 
to Okoume marine plywood, it can be a viable 
alternative in specific applications.

Sufficient durability and acceptable mechanical 
strength in humid and saline environments.

Good dimensional stability.

Easy to process.

Weight: 420 kg/m³.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

2520 x 1250 mm

3 to 30 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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MARINE PLYWOOD

Xiloflam
Xiloflam is the only fireproof Okoume marine plywood, complying 
with Class 1 as defined by the Italian Ministry of Domestic Affairs 
and MED-certified.

Fire resistant - Class 1 approval issued by the 
Italian Ministry of Domestic Affairs according to 
law decrees dated 26/06/84 and 03/09/2001, for 
“wall paneling” installations.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Weight: 600 kg/m³.

Squared and sanded on both sides before delivery.

FEATURES

Sliced Okoume veneer plies consistently 
impregnated with fire-resistant treatment, set at 
cross grain.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3-E1.

COMPOSITION

Constructions

Automotive

Interior fittings for public buildings, libraries, 
schools, theaters, cinemas, hotels, exhibition 
booths, offices, dance clubs, shops, restaurants, 
airports, conference rooms.

Van and commercial vehicle interior trim, 
campervans, caravans, enclosed trailers, flooring,
walls, fittings.

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Flooring, furniture, walls, joinery, theater stages on 
cruise ships.

™
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3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

5 to 25 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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MARINE PLYWOOD

Birch
Birch marine plywood, appreciated for its consistent 
layers, light color and smooth faces, and excellent quality/
price ratio.

1525 x 3050 mm

12 to 30 mm



APPLICATIONS

Furniture and interior design

Other

Drawers, stairs, wardrobes and furniture in general.

Open-air playgrounds, harbor and airport fittings, 
outdoor furniture.

Rotary-cut Birch veneer plies set at cross grain.

Gluing with phenolic and melamine adhesive in 
Class 3-E1.

COMPOSITION

Good quality/price ratio.

Excellent durability and good mechanical strength 
in humid and saline environments.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity.

Easy to process, it offers excellent screw pullout 
strength.

Weight: 690 kg/m³.

1525 x 3050 mm

12 to 30 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

FEATURES
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



MARINE PLYWOOD

Phenolic coated
Phenolic coated Birch Plywood, also known as resin coated 
plywood, offers marine-grade properties thanks to phenolic 
bonding.

1525 x 2500 mm

12 to 18 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS
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Rotary-cut Birch veneer.

Faces coated with 120 gr/m² phenolic film.

Smooth face and anti-slip face.

Edges sealed with non-hygroscopic treatment.

Gluing with phenolic adhesive in Class 3-E1.

Highly resistant to wear and stress (tread 
hardness).

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Good gripping properties thanks to the anti-slip 
coating (1 side).

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Easy to clean.

Weight: 700 kg/m³.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Automotive

Walking surfaces

Truck loading platforms, vans, pickup trucks and 
commercial vehicles in general, city buses, train 
and trolley coaches.

Warehouse flooring, industrial sheds, indoor and 
outdoor stages, arena stands, mezzanines and 
shelving.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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Veneer, HPL, 
Ready-to-paint Paper
All our plywood, sandwich and specialty panels can be delivered 
with different kinds of surface finishing, according to their 
destination.

FINISHING
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Panels can be laminated with any HPL material, 
achieving virtually unlimited effects and textures.

Our modern HPL lamination plant uses one-
component polyurethane glues in Class 3-E0 and a 
calender press ensuring an accurate and flawless 
finishing.

All laminations are counter-balanced to ensure a 
superior planarity of panels.

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES

Veneer coating is executed by our skilled staff using 
last-generation machines, according to the latest 
standards and technology.

We directly supply the most popular wood species 
for the modern boatbuilding industry, including Teak, 
Oak, Mahogany, American Walnut, Iroko, Cherry and 
Cedar.

We can also laminate panels with third-party 
materials, dyed wood and engineered veneer.

VENEER
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READY-TO-PAINT PAPER

Coating with ready-to-paint paper eliminates the need for lacquering preparations, as it minimizes paint 
absorption into the wood.

Significant paint saving is achieved, as well as a strong reduction of processing time and costs.

Ideal for parts to be painted or lacquered, such as ceilings, partitions and structures in general.





Sandwich 
Panels

• Isomar PVC ™

• Isomar PVC Screw ™

• Isomar PET ™

• Isomar HC ™

• Isomar Balsapan ™

• Isophon Mass ™

• Isophon Light ™

• Isophon Superlight ™

• Isomar + Isophon Light ™

• Isophon Bars ™

• Isoflam CP ™

• Fipro® MS



We manufacture Sandwich Panels designed to solve the typical challenges of boatbuilding.

Featuring PVC, lightweight wood and synthetic cores, these sandwich panels are ideal 
to minimize the weight of structures, cladding and furniture, while offering excellent 
mechanical properties.

We use the best insulating materials for boatbuilding applications combined with marine 
plywood. Thermal insulation improves the comfort of boat interiors.

Specific panels to insulate and improve the sound comfort of any environment. They are 
made by assembling marine plywood with materials offering the best soundproofing/
weight ratio.

Composite systems engineered to minimize vibration and noise propagation among the 
interior spaces of a boat.
They can be applied to walls and floors.

Panels with non-flammable cores, particularly suitable for constructions requiring high 
fire resistance and dramatic reduction of smoke opacity in case of fire. All materials are 
certified for marine applications according to the Marine Equipment Directive (MED).

Lightweight

Insulating

Soundproofing

Anti-vibration

Fire-resistant

Solutions for modern boatbuilding
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SANDWICH PANELS



Isomar PVC Screw ™

Isomar PET ™

Isomar HC ™

Isophon Mass ™

Isophon Light ™

Isomar + Isophon Light ™

Isophon Bars ™

Isoflam CP ™

Fipro® MS 

Isomar PVC ™
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Isomar Balsapan ™

Isomar Superlight ™



TMIsomar PVC
Lightweight marine sandwich panel ideal for interior 
fittings, furniture and bulkheads of leisure boats.

SANDWICH PANEL





3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm 

16 to 50 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

APPLICATIONS 

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Partitions and structural bulkheads, flooring, 
underlayments, hatches, furniture items 
(also veneered), cabinet doors, tables, furniture 
shoulders and frameworks, wardrobe bases, ceilings.

Roller shutter boxes, false ceilings, doors, prefab 
houses.

Specifically designed to meet the lightweight 
requirements of boatbuilding. Largely appreciated 
and successfully adopted for over 25 years by 
leading shipyards, Isomar PVC™ can be found on 
thousands of boats around the world.

Isomar PVCTM
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Extremely light weight, with the same thickness it 
offers greater stiffness and up to 70% lower weight 
compared to Okoume plywood normally used for the 
same applications.

Weight from 3.60 kg/m² (for 16 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

The PVC core layer is not hygroscopic, i.e. it does not 
absorb water or environmental humidity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high levels 
of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Excellent stiffness.

The insulating closed-cell PVC core offers good 
heat-containment performance and is not subject to 
deterioration over time.

Squared and sanded on both sides before delivery.

FEATURES 

Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Low-density rigid foam PVC core (75 kg/m³).

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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TM

3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

21 to 52 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Isomar PVC Screw
Lightweight sandwich panel designed to offer screw 
pullout strength, excellent for equipped bulkheads in 
boats.

SANDWICH PANEL



Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Freon-free low-density rigid foam PVC core 
(75 kg/m³).

Inner layer in Okoume marine plywood for improved 
screw pullout strength.

Gluing with melamine adhesive.

Extremely light weight, with the same thickness it 
offers greater stiffness and up to 60% lower weight 
compared to Okoume marine plywood normally used 
for the same applications.

Weight from 5.20 kg/m² (for 21 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

The PVC core layer is not hygroscopic, i.e. it does not 
absorb water or environmental humidity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Excellent screw pullout strength ensured by the core 
layer of Okoume marine plywood.

The insulating closed-cell PVC core offers good 
heat-containment performance and is not subject to 
deterioration over time.

Squared and sanded on both sides before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Partition and structural bulkheads, flooring, 
underlayments, hatches, furniture items (also 
veneered), cabinet doors, tables, furniture 
shoulders and frameworks, wardrobe bases, 
ceilings.

Roller shutter boxes, false ceilings, doors, prefab 
houses.
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING





TMIsomar PET 

Composite panel for marine applications, ideal for partition and 
structural bulkheads in boats where weight needs to be minimized.

SANDWICH PANEL



TM

Extremely light weight, with the same thickness 
it offers greater stiffness and up to 65% lower 
weight compared to Okoume marine plywood 
normally used for the same applications.

Weight from 3.90 kg/m² (for 16 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

The PET core layer offers excellent resistance to 
high temperatures (above 100 °C).

Excellent mechanical properties.

Good thermal insulation.

Eco-sustainable expanded PET is an easy-to-
recycle material with very low environmental 
impact.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Cellular foam core of polyethylene terephthalate, 
known as PET.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION

Isomar PET

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

16 to 40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Partition and structural bulkheads, flooring, 
underlayments, furniture items (also veneered), 
cabinet doors, tables, furniture shoulders, wardrobe 
bases, ceilings.
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SANDWICH PANEL

Isomar HC
Honeycomb core sandwich panel, suitable for boatbuilding 
with its light weight, planarity and long-term resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Furniture and interior design

Ceilings, furniture items, cabinets, sliding cabinet 
doors, non-structural partitions.

Cabinet sliding doors, interior fittings, furniture.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

TM
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Okoume marine plywood faces.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Core layer: honeycomb polypropylene sheet with 
80 kg/m³ density.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Extremely light weight, with the same thickness 
it offers greater stiffness and up to 68% lower 
weight compared to Okoume marine plywood 
normally used for the same applications.

Weight from 3.50 kg/m² (for 14 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

Exceptional planarity.

Excellent dimensional stability.

Durable core layer, unalterable over time.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

3100 x 1530 mm 

2500 x 1220 mm

14 to 40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS
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Isomar Balsapan
Sandwich panel with end-grain Balsa core, offering light 
weight and excellent resistance to compression.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM





3100 x 1530 mm 

2500 x 1220 mm 

15 to 43 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Isomar BalsapanTM
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Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

End-grain Balsa core (150 kg/m³ density).

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Extremely light weight, with the same thickness 
it offers greater stiffness and up to 70% lower 
weight compared to Okoume marine plywood 
normally used for the same applications.

Weight from 4.40 kg/m² (for 15 mm thickness).

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

High compression resistance equal to 9.2 N/mm² 
(according to ISO 844), thanks to the direction of 
end grain.

The Balsa core also offers good thermal and 
acoustic insulation.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Automotive

Bulkheads and partitions, flooring, cockpits, flying 
bridges, furniture, ceilings.

Walls and flooring, trains, airplanes, buses, 
underground trains, hydrofoils, ferries.
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



SANDWICH PANEL

Isophon Mass
Sandwich panel for boatbuilding with high soundproofing 
properties, suitable for the acoustic insulation of luxury 
boats.

TM
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APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Flooring, cabins, soundproofed boxes, load-bearing 
bulkheads, partition walls.

Roller shutter boxes, doors, walls, flooring.

3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

12 to 26 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Excellent acoustic insulation also with low 
thickness (certified average level 36 dB).

Weight from 11.80 kg/m² (for 12 mm thickness).

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Non-toxic, the rubber core is lead-free.

Easy to process.

Each piece is calibrated across the entire surface.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

2000 kg/m³ high-density rubber core in 2-4-6 mm 
thickness.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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Isophon Light
The best sandwich panel for boat soundproofing without 

compromising on light weight.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM



Excellent acoustic insulation also with low 
thickness (certified average level 30 dB).

Weight from 5.40 kg/m² (for 9 mm thickness).

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability.

Easy to process.

Each piece is calibrated across the entire surface.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

Standard 780 kg/m³ high-density core of 3 mm 
cork rubber.

Upon request, also available in 4 mm and 6 mm 
thickness, with 650 and 950 kg/m³ density.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS 

Boatbuilding
Flooring, cabins, soundproofed boxes, load-bearing 
bulkheads, partition walls.

Isophon Light TM
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3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

9 to 27 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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Isophon Superlight
 “All-in-one” composite panel offering the best 
combination of light weight, soundproofing and heat 
insulation properties.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM





Isophon Superlight

APPLICATIONS

Specifically engineered for the boatbuilding industry, Isophon Superlight™ is addressed to designers who need 
to insulate cabins from noise and heat, without increasing the total weight of the construction. It is suitable for 
flooring and is mainly used for the insulation of environments close to engine compartments.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

TM
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Excellent acoustic insulation properties (certified 
average level 30 dB).

Weight from 5.30 kg/m² (for 16 mm thickness).

Good thermal insulation properties.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability.

Easy to process.

Each piece is calibrated across the entire surface.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

3100 x 1530 mm 

2500 x 1220 mm

16 to 40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine 
plywood.

Face quality (surface layers): B/BB.

Low-density (220/250 kg/m³) conglomerate 
cork core.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION
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3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

38 to 60 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Isomar   Isophon Light
Combining the features of Isomar and Isophon, it is the 
most effective structural panel to reduce noise and weight 
in boats.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM

+



Surface layers (skins) made of Isophon Light™.

Closed-cell reticulated rigid PVC foam core.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Excellent acoustic insulation (certified average 
level 35.6 dB).

Weight from 11.90 kg/m² (for 38 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

The PVC core layer offers light weight even with 
significant thickness.

Excellent mechanical properties.

Good heat insulation.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Structural walls and bulkheads, engine 
compartments and load-bearing partitions in 
general, requiring acoustic insulation.

Prefab houses and house boats, partition walls 
with incorporated conduits, mezzanines.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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Isophon Bars
Complete system to dampen wall and flooring vibration 
and to improve acoustic comfort onboard.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM





3100 x 50 mm

2500 x 50 mm

18 to 50 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Isophon BarsTM



Surface layers (skins) of Okoume marine plywood.

440 kg/m³ medium-density cork rubber core.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Excellent anti-vibration properties.

Weight from 0.40 kg/ml (for 18 mm thickness).

Excellent durability in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS AND VARIANTS

Isophon Floor™

Isophon Floor Single - Side™

Isophon Wall™

Ideal to make anti-vibration leveling floors for 
medium and large boats. Normally, the bars are 
laid down in grid pattern onto the floor, at 50 cm 
intervals, and to achieve the best soundproofing 
performance, they are covered with Isophon Light™. 
Excellent to isolate underfloor, decks and floors in 
touch with or very close to noise sources.

The single-side version offers the same features 
as the Isophon Floor™ bar, but only one plywood 
face. Therefore, rubber is glued directly onto the 
raw surface of the underfloor (fiberglass, aluminum, 
steel). This solution is preferable when a thinner 
product has to be processed or when the surface 
is uneven.

The Isophon Wall™ variant is designed to be applied 
vertically onto walls and bulkheads next to the noise 
source. Combined with the Isophon Light™ panel, it 
is a perfect solution to soundproof and fight the 
propagation of vibration between environments 
with different destinations. Isophon Wall™ bars can 
be delivered pre-drilled and ready to be installed.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKINGTM
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Isoflam CP
Fire-resistant sandwich panel ideal for partitions and 
bulkheads of boats in compliance with 
IMO SOLAS MED standards.

SANDWICH PANEL

TM





Isoflam CP

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Fire-resistant sandwich panels are ideal for bulkheads, furniture and boat fittings subject to IMO SOLAS MED 
standards or any vessel where fire safety and protection need to be improved.

TM
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



Exceptional fire resistance thanks to skin treatment 
and calcium silicate core.

Recognized and approved as fire-resistant material 
in Class B15.

MED certificate - Module B No. 0987/MED-B/375.

Wheelmark certification Module D No. 0987/
MED-D/474.

Weight from 7.50 kg/m².

Excellent resistance in environments with high 
humidity and salinity.

FEATURES

2500 x 1220 mm

25 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Surface layers (skins) of fire-resistant Okoume 
marine plywood.

Fire-resistant calcium silicate core.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

COMPOSITION
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Non-combustible vermiculite core.

The faces can be laminated with HPL, fire-resistant 
Okoume, aluminum or any material upon request.

Component bonding with formaldehyde-free 
hotmelt polyurethane glue.

COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Suitable to make load-bearing structures, partition 
walls, ceilings, flooring, doors and furniture for 
boats requiring the fire safety certification IMO 
SOLAS MED.

Fipro® MS
This fire-resistant, non-combustible panel can be 
laminated with different finishing materials.

SANDWICH PANEL

- 74 -

Fire reaction according to IMO res. MSC307 (88) 
FTP (2010): non-combustible.

Recognized and approved as fire-resistant material 
in Class B15.

Certified to IMO SOLAS MED.

Weight: 650 kg/m³.

FEATURES



3100 x 1250 mm

2800 x 1250 mm

2500 x 1250 mm

2440 x 1220 mm

8 to 50 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS
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Decking

• Teak Deckings and Margins

• EvoTeak™ Deckings and Margins

• Teak Decking Panels

• EvoTeak™ Decking Panels

• Mahogany Decking Panels

• Iroko Decking Panels

• Multiteak Decking Panels

• Teak and Mahogany Decor Decking Panels



Teak Deckings and 
Margins
Our solid Teak Burma deckings and margins are classified 
as FEQ (First European Quality), dried and free of 
structural or visual defects.

DECKING





Teak is rich of natural oil substances that make it 
the most suitable species for outdoor applications 
under severe conditions.

It effectively withstands weather and temperature 
variations.

Extraordinary resistance to humidity, water and 
saltiness.

It can be hardly attacked by insects or vegetal 
parasites.

TEAK FEATURES

50 x 1800 / 3500 mm

60 x 1800 / 3500 mm

10 - 12 - 15 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Teak Deckings and 
Margins

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Doors, Windows and Furniture

Decks of yachts and sailing boats, furniture 
and cladding in general.

Outdoor flooring such as balconies, terraces 
and patios, indoor flooring, porches, windows, 
stairs.

Furniture, bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, 
shower trays, shelving, doors.
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Teak deckings are free of knots and visible black stripes.

There are no grain loops, cracks, infiltrations, spots or worm holes.

Only the best logs, free of defects, are selected to produce deckings and margins.

Teak deckings are also accurately tested by Nord Compensati to ensure the beautiful effect of quarter-sawn 
wood, with straight grain and consistent texture.

The color of deckings is classical blonde, typical of high-quality Teak.

The deckings can be smooth or rabbeted (to insert rubber and/or wood inlays).

The rabbet can be sized to customer specifications.

TEAK DECKINGS - QUALITY STANDARDS
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EvoTeak   Deckings 
and Margins
EvoTeak™ by Nord Compensati is an evolution of 
traditional deckings, totally natural and based on real Teak.

DECKING

™





EvoTeak   Deckings 
and Margins

™
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50 x 3150 mm

60 x 3150 mm

margins up to 200 x 3150 mm

8 - 10 - 12 - 15 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Doors, Windows and Furniture

Decks of yachts and sailing boats, furniture 
and cladding in general.

Outdoor flooring such as balconies, terraces 
and patios, indoor flooring, porches, windows, 
stairs.

Furniture, bathroom furniture, outdoor furniture, 
shower trays, shelving, doors.

EvoTeak™ is engineered Teak, a natural 
reconstitued material produced using 
sophisticated technology. EvoTeak™ is not 
synthetic, it is an innovative product that effectively 
combines quality, visual impact and environmental 
friendliness.

100% made of Teak, it is the only product that 
preserves all the physical and mechanical 
properties of solid wood, while exceeding its visual 
quality. EvoTeak™ color and texture consistency 
can be controlled during production, ensuring a 
visual consistency that can hardly be found in solid 
wood.

EvoTeak™ also has all certifications of origin and 
eco-sustainability in conformity with the FSC® 

standard.

DISCOVER EVOTEAK™

It preserves the physical and mechanical 
properties of solid Teak, including resistance to 
water, humidity and weather.

Visual impact superior to traditional Teak.

Consistent color on large surfaces.

Deckings with standard and consistent 
dimensions.

Greater resistance to wear and longer durability 
over time.

Quarter-sawn wood effect and smooth grain.

Free of knots and defects.
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Teak Decking 
Panels
Ready to use, the Teak Decking Panels are made using 
a selection of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.6 mm veneer.
They are available smooth, grooved, with rubber and/or 
wood inlays.

DECKING





 

Teak Decking Panels

3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

3 to 20 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS



 

The core structure is made of Okoume marine 
plywood, while the surface layer is Teak veneer. 
Teak veneer is available in 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.6 mm 
thickness, as required by the customer according to 
the final application.

The panel back is made of Okoume marine plywood. 
Upon request, the back can be made of Teak.

RINA certified panel.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Furniture and interior design

Indoor flooring, outdoor decks of small and 
medium boats.

Flooring, wall cladding.

Furniture, bathroom furniture.
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Decking Panels are provided with a veneered face plus 

counterbalance; upon request, they can be made with 

two veneered faces.

Smooth panel.

Grooved panel with standard 40+4 mm interval.

Grooved panel with custom interval.

Grooved panel with black or white¹ rubber inlay.

Grooved panel with black or white wood inlay.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

¹ Normally, rubber is cut flush with the panel surface.  
  Upon request, the exceeding portion can be left.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



3100 x 1530 mm

8 to 20 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

EvoTeak   Decking 
Panels
Veneered with a thick layer of engineered Teak (3.0 mm), they 
are an engineered alternative to classic Teak panels.

DECKING

™



APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Furniture and interior design

Indoor flooring, outdoor decks of small and 
medium boats.

Indoor and outdoor flooring, bathroom paneling, 
swimming pools, furniture.

EvoTeak™ preserves the physical and mechanical 
features of solid Teak: resistance to water, 
humidity, weather and wear, durability, dimensional 
stability.

Visual impact superior to conventional Teak 
veneer: consistent color, quarter-sawn wood grain, 
no knots, no defects.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

Evoteak™ is made of 100% engineered natural 
Teak. Several Teak sheets are glued using 
melamine adhesive to obtain a block of Teak wood.

From the block you can get Evoteak™ deckings of 
various thickness, width and length, margins and 
3-mm-thick Evoteak™ veneer.

The Evoteak™ Decking Panel is made up of:

Okoume marine plywood core.

Evoteak™ veneer (3 mm) face.

The panel back is made of Okoume marine 
plywood. Upon request, the back can be made of 
Evoteak™.

COMPOSITION

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

Decking Panels are provided with a veneered face plus 

counterbalance; upon request, they can be made with 

two veneered faces.

Smooth panel.

Grooved panel with standard 40+4 mm interval.

Grooved panel with custom interval.

Grooved panel with black or white¹ rubber inlay.

Grooved panel with black or white wood inlay.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

¹ Normally, rubber is cut flush with the panel surface. Upon request,  
 the exceeding portion can be left.
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Indoor or outdoor flooring and decks for 
classic boats.

Mahogany 
Decking Panels
Appreciated for the construction or renovation 
of classic boats, Mahogany Decking Panels 
are made of valuable wood species (Sapeli, 
Sipo and Kaya)
They are available smooth, grooved, with 
rubber and/or wood inlays.

DECKING
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Decking Panels are provided with a veneered face plus 

counterbalance; upon request, they can be made with two 

veneered faces.

Smooth panel.

Grooved panel with standard 40+4 mm interval.

Grooved panel with custom interval.

Grooved panel with black or white¹ rubber inlay.

Grooved panel with black or white wood inlay.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

¹ Normally, rubber is cut flush with the panel surface. Upon request, 
  the exceeding portion can be left.



RINA certified panel.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high moisture and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES

The core structure is made of Okoume marine 
plywood, while the surface layer is Mahogany 
veneer.

Mahogany veneer is available in 1 mm and 2.2 mm 
thickness, as required by the customer according 
to the final application.

The panel back is made of Okoume marine 
plywood. Upon request, the back can be made  
of Mahogany.

COMPOSITION

3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

3 to 20 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS
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Iroko Decking 
Panels
Iroko Decking Panels are an affordable alternative, largely 
appreciated for flooring and decks. They are available smooth, 
grooved, with rubber and/or wood inlays.

DECKING

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Furniture and interior design

Indoor flooring, outdoor decks of small and 
medium boats.

Flooring, wall cladding.

Furniture, bathroom furniture.
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Decking Panels are provided with a veneered face 

plus counterbalance; upon request, they can be 

made with two veneered faces.

Smooth panel.

Grooved panel with standard 40+4 mm interval.

Grooved panel with custom interval.

Grooved panel with black or white¹ rubber inlay.

Grooved panel with black or white  

wood inlay.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

¹ Normally, rubber is cut flush with the panel surface. Upon  
  request, the exceeding portion can be left.



3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

6 to 20 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

The core structure is made of Okoume marine 
plywood, while the surface layer is Iroko veneer. 
Iroko veneer is 2.2 mm thick.

The panel back is made of Okoume marine 
plywood. Upon request, the back can be made of 
Iroko.

COMPOSITION

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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RINA certified panel.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high humidity and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES



Foto da fare

3100 x 1530 mm

6 to 20 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Multiteak Decking 
Panels
Entirely made of multilayer Teak, they are suitable for special 
operations and applications requiring an exposed edge with a 
solid wood effect.

DECKING



The panel is entirely made of Teak sheets.Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high humidity and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Once cut to size and shaped as required, it needs 
no solid wood edgebanding.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

Smooth panel.

Grooved panel with standard 40+4 mm interval.

Grooved panel with custom interval.

Grooved panel with black or white¹ rubber inlay.

Grooved panel with black or white wood inlay.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

¹ Normally, rubber is cut flush with the panel surface.  
  Upon request, the exceeding portion can be left.

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKINGAPPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Constructions

Furniture and interior design

Indoor flooring, outdoor decks of small and 
medium boats.

Furniture, bathroom furniture.

Furniture, bathroom furniture.
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Teak/Mahogany effect laminate reproduces the 
wood grain and the typical ivory inlays. The interval 
between inlays is 45 mm and each inlay is 5 mm 
wide.

Excellent durability and mechanical strength in 
environments with high humidity and salinity.

Excellent dimensional stability, it preserves high 
levels of planarity and is not subject to warping.

Easy to process.

Strong abrasion resistance.

Very easy-to-clean surface.

Squared before delivery.

FEATURESAPPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding
Indoor flooring, crew lodging, workboats.

Teak and Mahogany 
Decor Decking Panels
For walking surfaces subject to strong wear, the Decor Panels offer visual 
consistency with the valuable interiors of boats.

DECKING
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3050 x 1300 mm

6 to 19 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

The core structure is made of Okoume marine 
plywood, while the surface layer is a Mahogany or 
Teak effect laminate. The panel back is made with 
a balancing laminate.

COMPOSITION CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

Teak and Mahogany 
Decor Decking Panels
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Logs and Lumber

• Logs in boules

• Teak boards



Logs in boules
We import Teak logs of the best quality. The logs are sawn under  
our supervision.

LOGS AND LUMBER

The logs are sawn to the most suitable thickness for 
boatbuilding, from 30 to 80 mm, and classified by quality.
Log length ranges from 2 to 6/7 meters.

Sawn and stacked logs are particularly suitable to produce 
deckings for boat decks. Deckings from the same log are more 
consistent in color than boards coming from different sources.

THICKNESS AND LENGTH

APPLICATION





Teak boards
FEQ (First European Quality) trimmed and dried boards 
offering excellent quality, consistent color, quarter-sawn or 
flat-cut grain, free of defects.

LOGS AND LUMBER

Available in fixed thickness, predefined widths (105-130-155 mm 
and beyond) and lengths from 900 to over 3,000 mm.
Thickness from 27 to 100 mm.

Boards are used to make furniture (edges, profiles), outdoor 
flooring and constructions, indoor flooring, portions of boat decks 
and structures.

THICKNESS AND LENGTH

APPLICATIONS







Classic Boats 
Refit

• Mahogany and Cedrela



Mahogany and Cedrela
Leveraging its experience in the processing of wood-based materials, Nord 
Compensati manufacture spare parts for high-end boats like Riva’s - Aquarama, 
Ariston, Florida, Olympic, Junior - and historical boats entirely hand-made.

CLASSIC BOATS REFIT

RINA certified decking panels made up of Okoume 
core layers and 2.2 mm Mahogany veneer faces 
with white wood inlays at 34+4 mm intervals, with 
Class 3-E1 gluing (melamine adhesive).  
Used for boat decks.

2.2 mm MAHOGANY DECKING PANEL

Dimensions: 3100 x 1530 mm
Thickness: 8 to 10 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS AND THICKNESS

RINA certified rotary-cut Mahogany marine plywood, 
available with bow panel in original diagonal layout, 
isotropic at 45° or orthogonal at 90°.
Class 3-E1 gluing (phenol-resorcinol adhesive).
Used for bottoms and bow parts in boatbuilding.

ROTARY-CUT MAHOGANY PLYWOOD

Length: 3100 to 9100 mm
Thickness: 8 to 12 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS AND THICKNESS
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RINA certified plywood made up of Okoume core 
layers and 0.6 mm Cedrela veneer face. Class 3-E1 
gluing (melamine adhesive).

Used in boatbuilding for cockpit interiors, sidewalls 
and dashboard.

CEDRELA PLYWOOD

Dimensions: 2500 x 1220 mm
Thickness: 5 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS AND THICKNESS

CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING
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Specialty 
Panels

• FurniLite™

• Beech Plywood

• Sottotetto

• Isoflex™

• Bendable Fromager

 



Light weight.

Excellent dimensional stability.

Easy to process (cutting, squaring, laminating).

Easy edgebanding compared to honeycomb core panels 
(no solid wood edge required).

Higher screw pullout strength compared to sandwich 
panels with rubber/foam/propylene core.

FEATURES

Core made of finger-jointed Albasia solid wood 
strips and faces of rotary-cut Fromager  
(cross grain).

Weight: 300 kg/m³.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FURNILITE ™

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Automotive

Furniture and interior design

Furniture, furniture structures, cabinet doors, tables, 
furniture sidewalls, uprights, shoulders, doors, ceilings.

Bus paneling.

Tables, furniture, doors.

FurniLite  
(superlight blockboard)

Superlight blockboard largely adopted for 
furniture, furniture frames, small doors and 
cabinet doors where planarity is essential. 
FurniLite™ faces in the standard version are 
made of Fromager.
It can also be made with Okoume surface 
layers or multilayer faces laminated with 
ready-to-paint paper.

SPECIALTY PANEL

TM
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FurniLite Fromager: 1860 x 3640 mm

1220 x 2520 mm

FurniLite Okoume: 3100 x 1530 mm

2500 x 1220 mm

FurniLite Paper: 1860 x 3640 mm

1220 x 2520 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

Made of 3 mm Okoume plywood surface layers 
(longitudinal grain) and Albasia strips core.

Weight: 350 kg/m³.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FURNILITE ™ OKOUME

Core made of finger-jointed Albasia solid wood 
strips and rotary-cut Fromager faces laminated 
with ready-to-paint paper.

Weight: 300 kg/m³.

Gluing with melamine adhesive in Class 3.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FURNILITE ™ PAPER

FurniLite  
(superlight blockboard)
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SPECIALTY PANEL

Beech Plywood
Boasting excellent resistance and long life, Beech 

Plywood with 40 mm thickness is the most suitable 
material for industrial applications.

2500 x 750 mm

2000 x 750 mm

1500 x 750 mm

1000 x 750 mm

40 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS



APPLICATIONS

Made up of sliced Beech veneer plies.

Longitudinal and cross layers of consistent 
thickness.

Gluing with urea adhesive in Class 1-E1, according 
to EN 314 standard.

Excellent durability and resistance to impact and 
stress.

Easy to process, it offers high screw pullout 
strength.

Excellent mechanical properties.

Dimensional stability.

Weight: 750 kg/m³.

Squared and sanded before delivery.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

Beech stands out for its exceptional resistance and capacity to withstand machining stress. This wood species 
is specifically designed for the production of industrial and workshop benches. The panels can be delivered with 
rounded edges and through holes for mounting screws.
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING



2400 x 1200 mm 

50 to 100 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Sottotetto
Composite panel for roof constructions and heat-
insulated wood covers.

SPECIALTY PANEL
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

High insulation capacity, consistent over time.

Excellent mechanical performance.

High permeability to water vapor.

High dimensional stability.

Weight: 844 kg/m³.

FEATURES

Made of Pine plywood skins and closed-cell 
sintered polystyrene core, the Sottotetto panel 
solves all load-bearing, thermal insulation and 
exposed finishing requirements for the intrados 
with one installation. Easy installation with 
minimum scraps also for multi-slope roofs 
meets the requirements of improved functionality 
of attics, both in renovation works and in new 
constructions. The panels are provided with 
a jointing strip and can be machined with a 
“matchboard” effect groove.

Class 3-E1 gluing.

COMPOSITION

APPLICATIONS

Constructions
Renovation, roof constructions (including multi 
slope), floors and vertical walls.
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Isoflex™ plywood is a special composition of exotic 
sliced veneer with longitudinal or cross grooves 
according to application needs, so that it can be 
curved to obtain very narrow bending radii (up to 
15 cm diameter).

Optionally, it can be faced with valuable veneer.

Very elastic and flexible.

Bendable.

Light weight.

Weight: 420 kg/m³.

FEATURES COMPOSITION

3100 x 1830 mm

1830 x 3100 mm

12 to 19 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Isoflex
Isoflex™ is a bendable multilayer panel used for 
constructions with very narrow bending radii.

SPECIALTY PANEL

TM

APPLICATIONS

Furniture and interior design
Cladding for columns, arches or curved 
profiles, partition walls, offices, exhibition 
stands, stage sets, furnishing accessories.
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Very elastic and flexible.

Bendable.

Light weight.

Weight: 420 kg/m³.

FEATURES

3100 x 1830 mm

1830 x 3100 mm

5 to 16 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Bendable Fromager
Bendable panel made up of Fromager sliced veneer and 
a resistant and flexible sliced veneer core, suitable to 
obtain narrow curves.

SPECIALTY PANEL

APPLICATIONS

Furniture and interior design
Cladding for columns, arches or curved 
profiles, partition walls, offices, exhibition 
stands, stage sets, furnishing accessories.
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Bendable panel made up of two sheets of exotic 
sliced veneer (Fromager) and a resistant and 
flexible Beech sliced veneer core, suitable to obtain 
narrow curves.

COMPOSITION





Balsa Wood

• Balsa Solid Wood

• Contourkore® Balsa

• Rigid Balsa



APPLICATIONS

Fishing floats (Balsa R5)
Modeling (Balsa AN)

Balsa Solid Wood
Nord Compensati imports the world’s lightest wood  
from Ecuador.

BALSA WOOD
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Solid Wood Balsa is a bundle of trimmed Balsa 
rafters with consistent thickness and length.

COMPOSITION

Very low specific weight.

High compression resistance: 100 kg/cm2

Available in R5 and AN quality.

Weight: 150 kg/m³.

FEATURES



Length from 780 to 1230 mm

67 to 108 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS
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1220 x 610 mm 

6,4 mm to 50,8 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Contourkore® Balsa
Flexible end-grain Balsa panels used as core layer for 
sandwich constructions in boatbuilding (bottoms and 
superstructures).

BALSA WOOD



CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

Contourkore® is a flexible panel of Balsa wood, 
die-cut in 50 x 25 mm rectangles with a fiberglass 
web support to hold them together.

Light weight (150 kg/m³).

Exceptional compression resistance (100 kg/m³).

Good sound and heat proofing.

Good resistance to humidity.

FEATURES COMPOSITION
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APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Automotive

Wind power

Constructions

Aerospace

Sport & Hobby

Defense

Lightweight sandwich panel cores, interiors, hulls, 
partitions, superstructures, molds.

Flooring, doors, interiors, paneling, ceilings  
and walls.

Turbine blades, nacelles, spinners.

Architectural and decoration panels.

Flooring, containers and pallets, bulkheads.

Sports items, surfing boards, table tennis rackets.

Navy ships, ballistic panels, shelters, containers 
and pallets.



1220 x 610 mm 

6,4 mm to 50,8 mm

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

STANDARD THICKNESS

Rigid Balsa
Nord Compensati distributes Balsa BALTEK®, the world’s lightest wood. By 
virtue of this physical peculiarity, it is used in leading-edge sectors for the 
production of composite parts in aerospace, railway and fiberglass industries.

BALSA WOOD
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End-grain Balsa wood panel with grain parallel  
to thickness.

Rigid Balsa is used for sandwich panel cores as an 
alternative to expanded PVC.

Light weight (150 kg/m³).

Exceptional compression resistance (100 kg/m³).

Good sound and thermal insulation.

Good resistance to humidity.

FEATURES COMPOSITION
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CERTIFICATIONS AND MARKING

APPLICATIONS

Boatbuilding

Automotive

Wind power

Constructions

Aerospace

Sport & Hobby

Defense

Lightweight sandwich panel cores, interiors, hulls, 
partitions, superstructures, molds.

Flooring, doors, interiors, paneling, ceilings  
and walls.

Turbine blades, nacelles, spinners.

Architectural and decoration panels.

Flooring, containers and pallets, partitions.

Sports items, surfing boards, table tennis rackets.

Navy ships, ballistic panels, shelters, containers 
and pallets.



The figures and specifications included in this catalog are indicative and subject to modifications without notice.
The values in the tables of technical sheets are referred only to the thickness and compositions illustrated.
Dimensional tolerance in conformity with standard EN 315.
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